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Often when running FASTA (Pearson, 1990) or BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) , it is desired to visualize the database hits stacked against the query sequence. The BEAUTY post-processor (Worley et al., 1996) parses BLAST output and shows the query and hits as a stack of line segments, but this is neither generally applicable, nor are the sequences themselves stacked. At the other extreme, given a full multiple alignment generated by other tools, viewers [e.g. Belvu (Sonnhammer, 1995) , an X window client], editors [e.g. Cinema (Attwood et al., 1997) , a Java applet] and formatters for hard copy [e.g. Boxshade (Hofmann and Baron, 1992) 
By comparison, MView is intended as a filter for post-processing searches or alignments to generate a reformatted alignment with HTML mark-up. Its principal uses so far are as an embedded tool inside Web applications for viewing precomputed searches and alignments under GeneQuiz (Scharf et al., 1994; Andrade et al., 1998) , and in displaying FASTA/BLAST search output (Lopez, 1997) .
Driven from the command line, the program comprises a back end implementing different parsers, and a front end providing a set of formatting options applied to the internally assembled (or simply read in) multiple alignment. HTML mark-up may be switched off so that plain ASCII output can be produced for loading into another tool, such as Belvu.
The basic output consists of columns of optional descriptor information followed by a column of alignment strings (see Figure 1 ). Descriptors include a number giving the original rank of a sequence in the input, a sequence identifier, which may be hyperlinked to the SRS system (Etzold et al., 1996) , a text field, a field of scoring information from searches, and a field reporting the per cent identity of each sequence with respect to a preferred sequence in the alignment, usually the query in the case of a search.
Multiple alignments require minimal parsing and are subjected only to formatting stages. Search hits are first stacked against the ungapped query sequence and require special processing. Ungapped search (e.g. BLAST) hit fragments are assembled into a single string by overlaying them preferentially by score onto a template string, while gapped search (e.g. FASTA) hits have columns corresponding to query gaps excised. Consequently, the stacked alignment is a patchwork of reconstituted sequences that nevertheless is informative and visually striking.
MView offers three kinds of input filtering. A threshold maximum pairwise sequence identity can be specified to screen out close homologues, and an upper bound can be set on the number of sequences to be reported. Additionally, specific to the type of input, cut-offs on, for example, BLAST p-value or score, can be set. Three colour schemes are supported: none, colour residues by property using amino acid physicochemical classes (Taylor, 1986) , or colour by identity and property. In the last case, residues are coloured if identical to their counterpart in any preferred sequence in the alignment, normally the query in the case of a search. This reference sequence is also used to calculate the displayed per cent identities. Formatting options include pagination of the alignment-the default is to produce one single scrollable band, but this can be broken into panes by specifying a desired number of alignment columns per pane. A ruler can be attached to the top of the alignment, and various other minor settings are possible, such as a choice of gap character.
Parsers all inherit from a generic class offering incremental parsing of record-based files, and are quite easy to add. At the time of writing, parsers for protein sequence searches have been implemented for FASTA 1.6, 2.0, 3.0, BLASTP 1.4, BLAST2 (WashU) 2.0, BLAST2 (NCBI) 2.0, PSI-BLAST 2.0. (Altschul et al., 1997) . Multiple alignment formats recognized are Pearson/FASTA, MSF, CLUSTALW, Fig. 1 . A single pane of output from MView assembled from a search of P2CA_RAT (a class 2C protein phosphatase) using BLASTP 1.4.9 against a non-redundant database. Fields from the left are: rank of each hit; SRS-linked identifier; score, p-value, fragment c ount as reported by BLASTP; per cent identity of hit fragments to query. Maximum pairwise identity was set at 80%, colouring is by identity to query and by property, with other residues in grey. These proteins belong to an extended family (Bork et al., 1996) that also includes a mitochondrial phosphatase, the adenylate cyclases and several bacterial phosphatases. The BLAST scores in the lower rows are weak, but the tool readily allows the user to identify promising candidates for further study.
MaxHom/HSSP, and a trivial one comprising paired columns of identifiers and aligned sequences.
MView and its underlying class libraries are implemented in Perl, Version 5 (Wall et al., 1996) for UNIX, and should be easily portable to other systems. Formatting and colouring of HTML alignments require a fixed-width font (e.g. Courier) and support for the <FONT> tag, so a recent version of a browser such as Netscape is recommended.
